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350 Litre Saddle Tank - Plastic Water Tank

Empty, dry weight 30KGs
Full, wet weight 380KGs
Utilise dead space on your truck 
Free up space for other uses
Use with a water pump, pressure washer or gravity feed
Adaptable, rust-free, hygienic - flexibility guaranteed
Position on both sides of your truck for an extra 150+ 
gallons of water

Technical Advantages

topping up site welfare units
topping up non-potable water tanks
filling toilet sinks
carrying out a more intensive clean on site 
(tip-overs, etc.)

Extra water for:

Applications

Tough, 
lightweight, 
flexible

If you need to carry extra water for your job it's high time 
you switched to our robust, lightweight plastic Saddle 
Tank. Easy to clean and not prone to unsightly rust, the 
Saddle Tank allows you to carry 350 litres of water in a 
space which might otherwise be thought of as ‘dead’. 

The Saddle Tank is typically designed to nestle around the 
curved vacuum tank of toilet cleaning trucks or liquid 
waste tankers.

Utilise wasted space on 
your service vehicle

Saddle Tank - the number one space saver.

Technical Data*
Height: 721mm

Length: 2266mm

Width: 443mm

Dry Weight: 30kgs

Volume: 77 gallons / 350 litres
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*We reserve the right to amend the technical specification to improve 
the product without prior notification.

In the same way as all our tanks, our philosophy is to 
minimise our environmental impact by using plastic 
material to produce our robust, lightweight products. 
It's a win-win situation for you and the environment.

Environmental Benefits

Technical drawings overleaf
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Saddle Tank Options:
1” Honda petrol driven water pump and hose reel
Pressure washer with spray gun and lance
Manual drain valve
Filler and breather points
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Contact us for more information.
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